Task data sheet

05/09/20

17:30

Tasks #9, #10, #11, #12, #13

Task

9

Launch area

CLA1

Sunrise/Sunset

Launch period

green flag + 30min

Min. ILP → goals -

PZs in force

all active

Next briefing

Solo flight

not required

QNH

RTA Pilot Declared Race to Area (Rule 15.10)
a. Arrangements of timing

b. Description of scoring area(s)

Task order

06:30 / 20:05

17:30

in any order

Time will start at the Loggermarker #1. Loggermarker
mast be not closer than 100 m and not further than 300
m from the daclaration point.
To the east of the map grid vertical 0900

Note: The pilot must declare, before take off, his flight duration from the Loggermark #1 to the first
track point inside the scoring area.
The declaration must be in loggergoal #1 and have the following format:
xxxx/mmss where mm = minutes, ss = seconds and xxxxx will be ignored.
The result is the difference in time between the declared duration and the actual duration.
Smallest result is best.
MMA
Scoring period
Scoring area
Task

green flag + 2 hours
entire contest area

10 CRT Calculated Rate of Approach Task (Rule 15.9)

Marker color
Marker drop
Loggermarker

1

Task order

in any order

a. Position of goal/target
A - 1122/5580, B - 1284/5547
b. Description of scoring area(s) and their validity Scoring by physical marker inside the grey area (MMA excluding
target) is only possible from:
times
A target - xx:00:00 to xx:15:59 and xx:30:00 to xx:45:59
B target - xx:16:00 to xx:29:59 and xx:46:00 to xx:59:59
Scoring by physical marker on the target is possible anytime
within scoring period.
Scoring by loggermarker inside entire contest area is possible
anytime within scoring period.

Scoring period
Scoring area
Task

green flag + 2 hours
entire contest area

11 FON Fly On (Rule 15.5)

MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Loggermarker

R50m
blue
free
2

Task order

in any order

a. Method of declaration
b. Number of goals permitted
c. Goals available for declaration

in loggergoal #2, max. 4 valid declarations
1
any coordinate with altitude but not closer than 500 m to
any other goals in the flight: altitude must be at least
500ft higher or lower than declaration point

d. Minimum and maximum duration between
declaration time and mark time

5 min

Scoring period
Scoring area

green flag + 2 hours
entire contest area

MMA
Marker color
Marker drop
Loggermarker

3

